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Abstract

We consider continued fractions
−a1

1− a2

1− a3

1− · · ·

(CF)

with real coefficientsai converging to a limita. Ramanujan claimed that ifa �= 1
4, then the fraction converges if and only

a < 1
4. The statement of convergence was proved by Van Vleck in 1904 for complexai converging toa ∈ C \ [1

4,+∞). Gill

proved the divergence of (CF) under the assumption thatai → a > 1
4 fast enough, more precisely, whenever

∑
i |ai − a| < ∞.

The Ramanujan’s conjecture saying that (CF) always diverges wheneverai → a > 1
4 remained, up to now, an open question. In

present Note we disprove it. We show that for anya > 1
4 there exists a real sequenceai → a such that (CF) converges. Moreov

we show that Gill’s sufficient divergence condition is the optimal condition on the speed of convergence of theai ’s. To cite this
article: A.A. Glutsyuk, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I 341 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Sur convergence des fractions continues généralisées et une conjecture de Ramanujan.Nous considérons une fractio
continue

−a1

1− a2

1− a3

1− · · ·

(FC)

à coéfficients réelsai → a. Ramanujan a affirmé, que sia �= 1
4, alors la fraction converge, si et seulement sia < 1

4. La convergence

a été démontrée par Van Vleck en 1904 pourai complexes convergeant vers una ∈ C \ [1
4,+∞). Gill a démontré (en 1973), qu

la fraction diverge, siai → a > 1
4 assez vite, plus précisement, si

∑
i |ai − a| < ∞.

La conjecture de Ramanujan disant que la fraction diverge toujours, quanda > 1
4, restait ouverte jusqu’au présent. Nous m

trons, qu’elle est fausse : pour touta > 1
4 il existe une suite réelleai → a telle que la fraction converge. Nous montrons au
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que la condition précedante de Gill, qui est suffisante pour que la fraction diverge, est celle optimale sur la vitesse de co
desai . Pour citer cet article : A.A. Glutsyuk, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, Ser. I 341 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Version française abrégée

Théorème 0.1.Pour touta > 1
4 il existe une suiteai → a, telle que la fraction(1) converge.

Théorème 0.2.Étant donnés unq ∈ N, q � 3, et une suiteri → 0, ri > 0, telle que
∑

i ri = ∞. Alors il existe toujours
una > 1

4 et une suite

ai → a, ai = a, si i �≡ 1,2 (modq), aqi+1 − a = O(ri), aqi+2 − a = O(ri), quandi → ∞,

telle que la fraction(1) converge.

1. Main results and the plan of the paper

We consider continued fractions
−a1

1− a2

1− a3

1− · · ·

(1)

with real coefficientsai converging to a limita. Ramanujan claimed (see [1], p. 38) that ifa �= 1
4, then the frac-

tion converges if and only ifa < 1
4. The statement of convergence was proved in [6] for complexai converging

to a ∈ C \ [1
4,+∞) (see also [4]). Gill [2] proved the divergence of (1) under the assumption thatai → a > 1

4 fast
enough, more precisely, whenever∑

i

|ai − a| < ∞. (2)

The Ramanujan conjecture saying that (1) diverges always wheneverai → a > 1
4 remained up to now an open que

tion. In the present Note we disprove it. We show (Theorem 1.1) that for anya > 1
4 there exists a real sequen

ai → a such that (1) converges.1 Moreover, we show (Theorem 1.2) that Gill’s sufficient divergence condition (
the optimal condition on the speed of convergence of theai ’s.

1.1. Main results

Theorem 1.1.For anya > 1
4 there exists a real sequenceai → a such that the continued fraction(1) converges.

The author did not find the Theorem in the literature. Its proof given below is elementary and it seems su
that it was not discovered before. In the case, whenai → 1

4, fraction (1) may also converge or diverge, see pape
and its bibliography.

Theorem 1.2.Let q ∈ N, q � 3. Consider arbitrary sequenceri → 0, ri > 0, such that
∑

i ri = ∞. Then there exist
ana > 1

4 and a real sequence

ai → a, ai = a, if i �≡ 1,2 (modq), aqi+1 − a = O(ri), aqi+2 − a = O(ri), asi → ∞, (3)

such that the continued fraction(1) converges.

1 The author acknowledges that Alexey Tsygvintsev has constructed (by a completely different method) a beautiful explicit exampl
sequenceai → 1 corresponding to a convergent fraction (1) given by a simple recurrent formula. This example comes from the Analytic
Theory.
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1.2. The plan of the proofs and generalizations

In the proof of Theorem 1.1 the continued fraction (1) is expressed as a limit of compositions of Möbius tr
mations of the closed upper half-planeH = {Im z � 0} of the type

Tb :H →H, Tb(z) = − b

z + 1
, b ∈ R.

Proposition 1.3.The subsequent ratiospn

qn
of the continued fraction(1) are

pn

qn

= τn = Ta1 ◦ · · · ◦ Tan(0). (4)

Proposition 1.3 is well-known and follows immediately from definition (by induction inn).
We recall the following

Definition 1.4. A Möbius transformationM :H → H of the upper half-plane is said to beelliptic (respectively,
hyperbolic), if it has only one fixed point in Int(H) (respectively, two fixed points on the boundary ofH, one of
them is an attractor, the other one is a repeller). (An elliptic transformation is Möbius conjugated to a rotatio
unit disc. By definition, itsrotation numberis (2π)−1 times the corresponding rotation angle.) Themultiplier of a
hyperbolic transformationT , denoted byµ = µ(T ), is its derivative at the attractor (by definition, 0< µ < 1).

Remark 1. The transformationTa is elliptic if, and only if,a > 1
4. Let ρ(a) andc(a) be the rotation number and th

fixed point ofTa in H, respectively. The functionsρ : (1
4,+∞) → (0, 1

2) andc : (1
4,+∞) → iR+ − 1

2 are analytic
diffeomorphisms. One has

ρ(1) = 1

3
,

sinceT1 permutes cyclically 0, 1 and∞. If ρ(a) = p
q

∈ Q, thenT
q
a = Id.

Example 1.Let ai ≡ a > 1
4. Thenτn = T n

a (0) does not have a limit: this sequence is either periodic or dense inR.

Remark 2. By Gill’s result [2], if a Möbius transformation sequenceφn :�C → �C converges to an elliptic transfo
mation, then the composition valuesτn = φ1 ◦ · · · ◦ φn(0) converge, provided that the modules of multipliers at fix
points ofφn do not converge to 1 too fast and the fixed points converge fast enough. This does not apply
situation of realai → a > 1

4, for whichφi = Tai
are elliptic.

Theorem 1.5.Theorem1.1 holds for everya with ρ(a) ∈ Q. Let {Ta}a∈R :H → H be arbitrary smooth family o
elliptic transformations(depending on a parametera) with a smooth fixed point familyc(a). Let a be a paramete
value such thatρ(a) = p

q
∈ Q\ {0, 1

2} andc′(a) �= 0. Then there exists a sequenceai → a such that the correspondin
sequenceτn from (4) converges. Moreover, for every divergent series

∑
i ri = ∞, ri → 0+, the sequenceai can be

chosen to satisfy(3).

Theorem 1.6.Theorem1.1holds for eacha with ρ(a) /∈ Q. Moreover, letTa be arbitrary family of elliptic transfor-
mations as in Theorem1.5. Leta be a parameter value such thatρ(a) /∈ Q andρ �≡ const neara. Then there exists
sequenceai → a such thatτn converge.

Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 imply Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.5 implies Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.5 is proved in
section and Theorem 1.6 is proved in Section 3.

2. Limits with rational ρ(a): proof of Theorem 1.5

Let ρ(a) = p ∈ Q, thus,T q
a = 1. We choose appropriateαr,βr → a as specified below and
q
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setai = a if i �≡ 1,2 (modq); aqr+1 = αr, aqr+2 = βr . Denote (5)

Tα,β,q = Tα ◦ Tβ ◦ T
q−2
a , α,β ∈ R. We chooseαr, βr so that

Tαr ,βr ,q are hyperbolic, letAr, Rr be their attractors and repellers, respectively, (6)

Ai → A, Ri → R, A �= R, R /∈ Ca = {
T l

a(0), l = 0, . . . , q − 1
}
, (7)∏

r

µr = 0, µr = µ(Tαr ,βr ,q). (8)

The existence ofαr , βr is proved at the end of this section.
We show in the next Proposition and the paragraph after that the corresponding sequenceτn converges, wheneve

conditions (6)–(8) hold.

Proposition 2.1.Let H1,H2, . . . be an arbitrary sequence of hyperbolic transformationsH → H of the upper half-
plane,Ai , Ri be respectively their attractors and repellers,Ai → A, Ri → R �= A. Let (8) hold with µr = µ(Hr).
Then the mapping sequencêHn = H1 ◦ · · · ◦ Hn converges to a constant map uniformly on compact sets in∂H \ R.

Proof. If Ai = A, Ri = R, then the proposition follows immediately. If we fix a compact setK � ∂H \ {A ∪ R}, then
for anyi large enough the transformationHi moves the points ofK towardsA (along∂H) by asymptotically the sam
distance, as the hyperbolic transformation with the same multiplierµi but with Ai = A, Ri = R. This together with
the previous statement and the monotonicity of the restrictionsHi |∂H implies the claim. �
2.1. Proof of convergence ofτn

If (6)–(8) hold, then the transformationsHr = Tαr ,βr ,q satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.1. Hence, their co
positionsĤr = Ta1 ◦ Ta2 ◦ · · · ◦ Taqr converge uniformly to a constant limit (denote itx) on compact sets in∂H \ R.
By definition,τqr = Ĥr (0), 0 �= R by (7). This implies thatτqr → x, asr → ∞. To show that the whole sequenceτn

converges tox, we use condition (7), which says that the finiteTa-orbit Ca of 0 does not meetR. Let δ > 0 be such
that the closedδ-neighborhoodU of the latter orbit be disjoint fromR. ThenĤr → x uniformly onU . If r is large
enough, then

Tαr (0), Tαr ◦ Tβr (0), Tαr ◦ Tβr ◦ T l−2
a (0) ∈ U (0 < l � q).

By definition,τqr+1 = Ĥr ◦ Tαr (0), τqr+l = Ĥr ◦ Tαr ◦ Tβr ◦ T l−2
a (0).

The two last statements imply together that theq sequencesτqr , τqr+1, τqr+2, . . . , τqr+q−1 converge tox, hence, the
whole sequenceτn converges. Below we show that for arbitrary givenri > 0,

∑
i ri = ∞, one can achieve that

addition to (6)–(8), condition (3) holds. This will prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.2.

2.2. The construction of sequencesαi , βi satisfying (6)–(8)

Lemma 2.2(Main Technical Lemma). Let a familyTa and a parameter valuea be as in Theorem1.5. Then for any
pointR ∈ ∂H (may be except two points) there exist two linear families of parameter values

α(t) = a + c1t, β(t) = a + c2t, c1, c2 ∈ R, (9)

such that for anyt > 0 small enough the transformationTα(t),β(t),q = Tα(t) ◦ Tβ(t) ◦ T
q−2
a be hyperbolic and its

repellerR(t) (respectively, attractorA(t)) tends toR (respectively, to a pointA �= R), ast → 0+. Moreover, one can
achieve that the familiesA(t), R(t) be smooth at 0, and the derivative int at t = 0 of the previous familyTα(t),β(t),q

be nonzero.

The lemma is proved below.
Let ρ(a) = p

q
, Ca be the (finite)Ta-orbit of 0. Let us choose anyR /∈ Ca that satisfies the statements of Lemma 2

Let α(t), β(t) be the corresponding families (9). Take a sequencetk → 0+ and putαk = α(tk), βk = β(tk). The
conditions (6) and (7) follow immediately from construction. Condition (8) holds, if and only if

∑
ti = ∞ (these
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are theti we choose). This follows from the fact that the functionµ(t) = µ(Tα(t),β(t),q ) has nonzero derivative at
µ(t) = 1+ st + O(t2), s �= 0, hence, lnµk = stk(1+ o(1)). Indeed, otherwise, ifµ′(0) = 0, the transformation family
Tα(t),β(t),q would have zero derivative int at t = 0 – a contradiction to the hypotheses of the lemma. This finishe
construction. Statement (3) follows immediately, if we putti = ri . Theorem 1.5 is proved.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. ConsiderTα,β,q = Tα ◦ Tβ ◦ T
q−2
a as a family of mappings depending on two parameteα

andβ (the a is fixed). It is identity, ifα,β = a. Consider its derivatives inα (β) at (α,β) = (a, a) as vector fields
on ∂H denotedv1 (respectively,v2). It follows from definition thatv2 = (Ta)∗v1. We claim that the fieldsv1 andv2
are not constant-proportional. Indeed, otherwise the group generated byTa and the 1-parametric subgroup in Aut(H)

generated byv1 would be solvable. SinceTa is elliptic, this implies thatTa either belongs to the same 1-parame
subgroup, or is an involution. The first case is impossible: otherwisec′(a) = 0 – a contradiction to the conditions
the Lemma. The second case is impossible by the hypothesisρ(a) �= 0, 1

2.
Thus, the vector fieldsv1 andv2 are not proportional. Hence, for any pointR ∈ ∂H one can find a linear com

binationv = c1v1 + c1v2 �≡ 0 that vanishes atR. If the 1-jet ofv at R does not vanish (then one can achieve
v′(R) > 0 by changing sign), this implies thatv has another zeroA ∈ ∂H \ R. Then the corresponding families (
are those we are looking for. If the latter 1-jet vanishes, this implies that the commutator[v1, v2] (which also belongs
to the Lie algebra of the group Aut(H)) vanishes atR. The latter commutator does not vanish identically (sincvi

are not proportional) and cannot have more than two zeros. This together with the previous discussion pr
lemma. �
3. Case of irrational limit rotation

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Letρ(a) /∈ Q, ãn → a, ρ(ãn) = pn

qn
∈ Q. We choose appropriateαn,βn → a, a natural numbe

sequenceN1,N2, . . ., and definean as follows:
1) Forn � N1q1 setan = ã1, if n �≡ 1,2 (modq1); aq1r+1 = α1, aq1r+2 = β1, r < N1.
2) LetN1q1 < n � N1q1 + N2q2. Putn1 = n − N1q1, an = ã2, if n1 �≡ 1,2 (modq2); an = α2, if n1 ≡ 1 (modq2);

an = β2, if n1 ≡ 2 (modq2), etc.
We show that (1) converges if we takeαi , βi andNi as specified below.
Choice ofαn andβn. Denote
ψ0 = ψn,0 = Id, ψn = Tαn,βn,qn = Tαn ◦ Tβn ◦ T

qn−2
ãn

, ψn,1 = Tαn , ψn,2 = ψn,1 ◦ Tβn , ψn,l = ψn,2 ◦ T l−2
ãn

, for
2� l � qn − 1. We chooseαn andβn so that the transformations

ψn be hyperbolic, denoteAn, Rn their attractors and repellers, respectively, (10)

Rn /∈ Mn = {
An+1,ψn+1,l(An+1),0,ψr

n+1 ◦ ψn+1,l(0) | 0� l � qn+1 − 1, r ∈ N ∪ 0
}
. (11)

Remark 3. The setMn in (11) is infinite and accumulates exactly to the finiteTãn
-orbit of An+1, which follows from

definition. This implies that if (11) holds, thenMn does not accumulate toRn. Thus, in this case choosing appropri
powerNn, one can achieve that the imageψ

Nn
n (Mn) be arbitrarily close toAn.

Choice ofNi . The parametersαi , βi satisfy (10), (11). Putθk = ψ
N1
1 ◦ · · · ◦ ψ

Nk

k . We constructNi (by induction
in i) in such a way that

diam
(
θk(Mk)

)
<

1

2k
. (12)

It is possible by the last statement of the previous remark. Let us show that then the sequenceτn is Cauchy (hence
converges). Denotenk = ∑k

i=1 qiNi . It suffices to show that

for anyk and anym � nk one has dist(τnk
, τm) <

1

2k−2
. (13)

Case 1:m = ni > nk , say,m = nk+1. Thenτnk
= θk(0), τm = θk+1(0) = θk ◦ψ

Nk+1
k+1 (0). By definition, 0,ψNk+1

k+1 (0) ∈
Mk . By (12), dist(θk(0), θk+1(0)) = dist(θk(0), θk(ψ

Nk+1(0))) < 1
k . Therefore,
k+1 2
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dist
(
θk(0), θs(0)

)
<

1

2k−1
for anys > k. (14)

This proves (13) for anym = ni > nk .
General case:m > nk is arbitrary. Takes ∈ N such thatns � m < ns+1. Thenm = ns + rqs+1 + l, 0� l < qs+1,

τm = θs ◦ ψr−1
s+1 ◦ ψs+1,l(0). Analogously to the previous discussion, by (12), dist(θs(0), τm) < 1

2s . This together with
(14) implies (13). Theorem 1.6 is proved.�
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